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Understanding radiation responses of Fe-based metals is essential to develop radiation tolerant steels for
longer and safer life cycles in harsh reactor environments. Nanograined metals have been explored as
self-healing materials due to point-defect recombination at grain boundaries. The fundamental
defect-boundary interactions, however, are not yet well understood. We discover that the interactions are
always mediated by formation and annealing of chain-like defects, which consist of alternately positioned
interstitials and vacancies. These chain-like defects are closely correlated to the patterns of defect formation
energy minima on the grain boundary, which depend on specific boundary configurations. Through
chain-like defects, a point defect effectively translates large distances, to annihilate with its opposite, thus
grain boundaries act as highly efficient defect sinks that cannot saturate under extreme radiation conditions.
I
n fission reactors where stainless steels are widely used as in-core structural components, materials are exposed
to high fluence neutrons with accumulated radiation damage up to a few hundred displacements per atom
(dpa)1,2. High energy fission product particles resulting from neutron-solid interactions create collision cascades.
Majority of interstitials and vacancies in the cascades can quickly recombine within a fraction of one picosecond,
but those point defects escaping the dynamic annealing process develop into extended defects such as dislocations,
stacking fault tetrahedra and voids3–7. The radiation-induced microstructure and microchemistry changes even-
tually lead to various structural failures including swelling, hardening, embrittlement, stress corrosion cracking,
and creep2,8,9. Towards development of radiation tolerant materials with self-repairing capabilities, previous studies
have shown that free surfaces, grain boundaries, and precipitate-matrix interfaces can act as defect sinks to trap and
recombine defects10–12. Among various structure-engineered materials, nanograined or nanolayered metals have
been a subject of great interest13–16. Although thermal stability of nanograins, i.e. grain coarsening upon annealing,
presents a challenge for practical usage, grain stabilizations have been achieved through introducing additives or by
fine tuning of plastic deformation conditions17,18. Most recently, nanocrystalline metals having exceptional thermal
stability have been reported with the design guided by a new thermodynamic model19. These findings show great
promises for applications of grained-engineered metals in reactors. Further materials developments require atomic
scale details, often beyond direct experimental observations. One complexity of the boundary effect is found in
recent modeling studies, which show that boundaries act as not only interstitial sinks but also interstitial sources if
the vacancies become supersaturated within the bulk12. However, many fundamental mechanisms, i.e. atomic scale
details of defect annihilation on grain boundaries, remain unknown.
Using single-phase bcc Fe as themodelmaterial, we shed light onto atomic scale details of boundary defect sink
and annihilation through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. One key finding is that boundary-defect
interactions are not realized by movements of individual defects which keep their identities through the whole
processes. Instead, a chain-like group defect is always involved. The study identified two kinds of chain defects,
both consisting of alternately positioned interstitials and vacancies. One is denoted as ‘‘bulk chain-like’’ (BC)
defect, and the other is denoted as ‘‘grain boundary chain-like’’ (GBC) defect. A point defect can induce BC or
GBC defects and, through localized recombination of neighboring interstitial-vacancy pairs along the chain,
realizes an equivalent transport from one end of the chain to the other end. BC orGBCdefects can also be induced
between a well-separated interstitial-vacancy pair to realize defect annihilation. The present study identifies three
defect removal processes and for all of them, BC and GBC defects are both relevant to the patterns of the defect
formation energy minima on the boundary.
Results
The MD simulations started with a Fe unit cell containing a (013)[100]S 5 5 symmetric-tilt grain boundary
created with a tilt angle of 36.8u. In the beginning the modeling intentionally introduced one vacancy on one side
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of the grain boundary and one interstitial on the other side. The
interstitial quickly changes into a dumbbell defect (a stable small
defect complex having one vacancy sitting between interstitials).
Fig. 1 shows three modeling identified defect annihilation processes.
In case #1 denoted as ‘‘BC model’’ in the figure (Fig. 1a–g, also
Supplementary movie S1), a dumbbell defect in the bulk rotates
(Fig. 1b) and induces a BC defect (Fig. 1c). Through subsequent
defect annihilation between neighboring interstitials and vacancies
on the chain, the inducing defect disappears and leaves one intersti-
tial on the boundary (Fig. 1d), which is equivalent to transporting the
bulk interstitial to the boundary. Next, with presence of an isolated
vacancy in the bulk, the interstitial loaded on the boundary induces
another BC defect between the two defects (Fig. 1e), which eventually
leads to complete defect annihilation. One BC defect can be treated as
a chain of linked interstitial-vacancy pairs. Different from previously
reported crowdion defect, which is a chain of displaced atoms aligned
along one crystal axis direction and is often observed around a
damage cascade when the inducing defect has sufficiently high kin-
etic energy20,21, a BC defect is induced by atoms at thermal vibration
energies and is not formed by kinetically displacing the neighboring
lattice atoms one after the other in a subsequent manner. Instead, the
interstitial-vacancy pairs on the BC defect appear without time
orders. Some BC fragments are found to form first at a distance away
from the inducing defect, then these fragments connect and complete
the chain formation. This means that a BC defect is induced by the
stress fields between two ending locations. Our modeling shows that
the landing of the BC defect on the boundary always correspond to
the sites having the lowest defect formation energies, which appear as
periodical patterns on the boundary with the site density determined
by the boundary configuration (to be discussed in the present study).
This finding reveals the governing factor to determine the capability
to transport a defect to the boundary.
Since a BC defect is induced by stress fields between chain’s start-
ing and ending sites, defect removal through BC model may not
occur if two ends are separated too far away. In a more general
situation, described as case #2 and denoted as ‘‘GBC 1 BC model’’
in Fig. 1, h to n and also shown in Supplementary movie S2,
a boundary-loaded interstitial migrates first on the boundary
(Fig. 1k), then induce a BC defect (Fig. 1m) to recombine with a bulk
vacancy. The case #3, denoted as ‘‘GBC model’’ in Fig. 1, o to h, and
also shown in Supplementary movie S3, is a defect annihilation
mechanism involving the step of trapping one interstitial and one
vacancy on the boundary but the defect pair is separated over a
distance more than one lattice spacing (Fig. 1, o to r). Although
vacancy is less mobile, it still can ‘‘transport’’ to the boundary
through BC defect formation (Fig. 1q). Induced by stress fields
between the defect pair, each defect migrates on the boundary
through GBC defect formations. Eventually, one GBC defect links
the two defects and realizes defect removal (Fig. 1s).
A GBC defect has specific configurations: its interstitial corre-
sponds to the boundary site of the lowest interstitial formation
energy EImin and its vacancy corresponds to that of lowest vacancy
formation energy EVmin. MD simulation shows that a GBC defect is
formed by displacing a lattice atom from EVmin site to the immediate
neighboring EImin site. Figure 2 shows the correspondence between a
GBC defect and defect formation energy on the boundary. The GBC
defect shown in Fig. 2a was obtained from modeling (Fig. 1s). When
bonding two bcc crystals to form a symmetric grain boundary, join-
ing regions of the 1st planes and the 2nd planes have different atomic
interactions, where the 1st plane refer to the top surface plane of a bcc
unit cell, and the 2nd plane refers to themiddle plane, consisting of the
center atoms of the unit cell. Interstitials and vacancies in the GBC
defect are alternately positioned and each defect takes only one site
on each plane (Fig. 2b). The white arrows in Fig. 2c point to sites
occupied by the defects, over two dimensional mapping of vacancy
formation energy (EVf ) and interstitial formation energy (E
I
f ). Ob-
viously, the defect location correspond to EVmin and E
I
min, i.e. the
vacancy in a GBC defect takes one EVmin site and the interstitial takes
one neighboring EImin on the next plane. The E
I
min site corresponds to
boundary open volume, where the surrounding atoms have inward
relaxation and the region is energetically favorable to insert an inter-
stitial type defect. The EVmin region are caused by close vicinity of two
meeting atoms and their repulsive interactions lead to outward
relaxation of surrounding atoms which favors vacancy formation.
To show the dependence of EVmin and E
I
min patterns on boundary
configurations, Figure 3 plots the energy mapping of EVf and E
I
f over
symmetric tilt grain boundaries of three different angles, with
h 5 8.8u for (0113)[100]S 5 85 (Fig. 3a), h 5 36.86u for
Figure 1 | Representative snapshots of a MD simulation of three different defect annihilation processes for (013)[100]S 5 5 symmetric title grain
boundary. All simulations start with one bulk vacancy and one bulk dumbbell defect close to a grain boundary. (a–g) The process involving BC
defect for annihilation: A BC defect is created at time t 5 42.9 ps to transport an interstitial to the boundary and then another BC defect is created
t5 43.9 ps to annihilate a bulk vacancy. (h–n) The process involving GBC defect for boundary migration and BC defect for annihilation: A GBC defect is
created at t5 89.9 ps tomove a boundary trapped interstitial, and then a BCdefect is created at t5 91.3 ps to annihilate a bulk vacancy. (o–u) The process
involving GBC defect for annihilation on the boundary: A GBC defect is created at t5 376.9 ps to annihilate a defect pair separated and trapped on the
boundary. The boundary is representedwith a blue shadowed plane. The green balls refer to interstitial and red balls refer to vacancy. The solid circles refer
to BC defects and dash circles refer to GC defects.
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(013)[100]S 5 5 (Fig. 3b), and h 5 53.13u for (012)[100]S 5 5
(Fig. 3c). Viewed along the rotation axis forming symmetric bound-
ary, i.e. the direction perpendicular to planes shown in Fig. 2b, EImin
regions are periodically spaced with separation distances decreasing
with increasing boundary angles, the same as EVmin regions. The
neighboring interstitial-vacancy pairs on the GBC defect cannot be
separated more than, roughly, one lattice spacing distance, which
means for small angle boundary (h 5 8.8u, Fig. 3a), the separation
distance between neighboring EImin (or E
V
min) sites is too large, and the
GBC defect can only form along the rotation axis, since this direction
guarantees one EIminor one E
V
min sites over every plane distance . Each
EImin and E
V
min region contains, usually, multiple sites for interstitials
or vacancies to occupy, which leads to zigzag like configurations of
GBC defect. A GBC defect can form on the same plane (The 1st or 2nd
planes denoted in Fig. 2b) if neighboring EImin 2 E
V
min pairs on the
plane has a separation distance comparable to one lattice spacing,
which occurs only for large angle boundary, h5 53.13u (Fig. 3c). In
comparison with small angle boundaries, very large angle boundary
leads to higher EImin (or E
V
min) densities and provides more GBC
defect formation directions.
Discussion
The BC and GBC mediated defect removal processes have relatively
small energy barrier, which can be analyzed from time changes of
total potential energy of the selected volume containing reacting
defects. Figure 4 plots the potential change covering the steps of
formation and annihilation of a GBC defect (Fig. 4a) and of a BC
defect (Fig. 4b). The potential energy changes have fluctuations
Figure 2 | Comparisons of (a) MD simulation observed GBC defect and (b) schematics of lattice locations of defects in the GBC defect and (c)
corresponding EImin

EVmin sites for (013)[100]S 5 5 symmetric tilt grain boundary. The arrows mark the allowable sites for interstitial and vacancy
formation as predicted by formation energy minima, which agree with GBC defect configurations. The GBC defect forms on the boundary plane
represented by the blue shaded area. The MD simulation corresponds to Fig. 1s.
Figure 3 | Formation energy of interstitials and vacancies in the bulk and at the boundaries, created with tilt angles of (a) 8.86, (b) 36.86, and (c) 53.136,
respectively. The energy scale bar is provided. The hollow circles refer to vacancies and the solid circles to interstitials. These interstitials sites are not
octahedral and tetrahedral interstitials since both are not energetically favorable. For interstitials in the bulk, energy minimization favors dumbbell defect
formation around one lattice location. Close to the boundary, isolated interstitials become energetically favorable to form and corresponding stable
locations are identified by allowing structural relaxations in simulations.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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resulting from thermal vibrations and also attempted interstitial-
vacancy pair formation/rotation. The energy difference judged by
the averaged values between starting step and the energy maximum
suggest energy barriers of,0.5 eV for GBC defect and,0.7 eV for
BC defect. For GBC mediated defect removal, several successive
steps, i.e. forming the first BC and then the second BC, occur vary
fast and individual energy barrier for each step cannot be differen-
tiated. Overall, the energy barriers are much less in comparison with
the energy required to form a crowdion defect, which requires a
minimum energy of 6.3 eV, even for the most favorable direction
of [111], according to our MD simulations.
Our study further suggests that similar GBC defect formation and
annihilation mechanisms would apply to dislocations. For an iso-
lated interstitial dislocation in bulk, the edge of the inserted atomic
plane expects to have similar atomic scale zigzag roughness. For a
given atom on the edge, paired compressive and tensile strain regions
are created on each side of the atom. These paired stress fields are
zigzag like along the dislocation line. Consequently, GBC like defect
chains are allowed to create along the dislocation lines, to assist defect
migration and recombination. In fact, for boundaries of ultra small
angle misalignment, they essentially relax into periodically separated
dislocations.
Considering ultra high dpa encountered by reactor structural
components, the stability of boundaries and preservability of bound-
ary effects under extreme radiation conditions need to be evaluated.
Fig. 4c compares the number of residual defects left in the system by
repeating ion bombardments of 3 keV in the bulk, with or without
the presence of a boundary in close vicinity. Between two successive
ion bombardments, structural relaxation is allowed to model inter-
actions among the newly introduced defects and defects left in the
previous damage cascades. The damage-overlapping region pro-
motes the formation of large defects due to intense defect interac-
tions. The immobile defect clusters reduce the overall defect
mobilities, thus reducing dynamic interstitial-vacancy recombina-
tion, and nonlinear damage buildups are expected. For the bulk
containing a grain boundary, the boundary effect can be saturated
or disappear at high damage levels, if one of the following occurs (1)
the boundary defect sink properties favor one particular type of
defect (interstitial vs. vacancy) and creates large defect imbalance
on the boundary which makes defect recombination difficult; (2)
boundary loses its sink properties due to mixing; (3) boundary loses
its annihilation property beyond certain limits. Our simulations
show that the boundary still has high efficiency in defect removal
under repeated ion bombardments. As shown in Fig. 4c, for a cell
containing a grain boundary, the numbers of residual defects (red) in
bulk are systematically lower than that without a boundary (blue).
However, if not excluding boundary defects, the numbers of total
defects (black) are higher than that without a boundary. This can be
explained by observation that a boundary vacancy, in addition to
forming chain-like defect, can induce displacing of one nearest lattice
atom and forms a small vacancy-interstitial-vacancy complex, which
increases the vacancy numbers. At longer times, majority of these
boundary defects will be removed through defect annihilation.
Methods
The MD simulations were performed by using LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic
Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator)22. In order to accurately describe Fe-Fe
interactions at equilibrium separation distances and much closer distance when
repulsive nucleon-nucleon interaction is significant, embedded-atommethod (EAM)
potential (Ref. 23) was smoothly connected to Ziegler-Biersack-Litmark (ZBL)
potentials24. The Fe unit cell contains about 70000 atoms, and periodical boundary
conditions are applied for cell surfaces. The atomic coordinates for the symmetric tilt
grain boundary structures were generated using GB studio25.
To calculate the defect formation energies, the created cell was structurally relaxed
through energy minimization. Then an interstitial or a vacancy was introduced in the
region of interest and the second energy minimization was performed, to allow the
point defect find its stable location. The formation energies of point defects are
calculated by
EVf ~E2{
N{1
N
E1 ð1Þ
and
EIf~E2{
Nz1
N
E1 ð2Þ
where E1 is potential energy for thewhole system, E2 is potential energy of systemwith
one vacancy or one interstitial, and N is the total atom number in the system.
To model dynamic defect-boundary interactions, one interstitial and one vacancy
were positioned at each side of boundary to avoid their annihilation. The defect-
loaded cell was then relaxed through energy minimization. As a consequence of the
energy minimization, introduced interstitial forms a dumbbell defect by displacing
Figure 4 | (a) Time dependent potential changes of a localized volume involving the step of forming a GBC defect between a boundary-trapped, well-
separated interstitial-vacancy pair and the step of its annihilation, and (b) the potential changes of the volume involving the successive steps of
forming a BC defect to transport an interstitial to the boundary and subsequent forming another BC defect to annihilate a bulk vacancy, and (c) numbers
of vacancy defects left after repeated ion bombardments with or without a grain boundary presented.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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one lattice atom and forming an interstitial-vacancy-interstitial defect complex. At
450 K, simulations started under canonical (NVT) ensemble with moles (N), volume
(V) and temperature (T) conserved. The selection of 450 K is able to obtain sufficient
defectmobility. The starting of the step performingNVT corresponds to time t5 0 ps
in Fig. 1. To avoid interference with thermal vibration, a vacancy is defined to exist
when an empty lattice site has no atoms found in the radius of one third of lattice
parameter (0.287 nm). The same radius is used to define interstitials if their displa-
cements from the nearest lattice sites are larger than this value. The criterion is
sensitive enough since the modeling can identify a dumbbell configuration. On the
other hand, the radius is larger enough to avoid overestimation of defect numbers
under thermal vibration. Further reducing the radius will increase statistic fluctua-
tions of defect numbers but will not change the conclusion on chain like defect
formation and its transport mechanism.
In MD simulations of repeating ion bombardments, a 3 keV Fe ion continuously
hits the cell at an incident angle of 9u to avoid channeling ion irradiation. The damage
cascade is roughly 0.5 nm away from the grain boundary. The time period between
two successive ion bombardments is 100 ps. For irradiation in bulk Fe without grain
boundary, this time period is much longer than the time required, typically a few
picoseconds, to finish energy/heat dissipation and to form saturated defect popu-
lation with stable defect clusters formed. For each ion bombardment, microcanonical
ensemble (NVE, with the system isolated without heat exchange) was applied for the
first 45 ps, followed by NVT for the rest of 55 ps, prior to introducing the next
bombarding ion. This is necessary to avoid beam heating from energy contributed by
the bombarding ions.
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